TEST AUTOMATION

ELEVATE PROCESS ASSURANCE
Worksoft’s codeless test automation platform
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empowers

complex organizations to speed

innovation without sacrificing quality.

CODELESS TEST AUTOMATION

SPEED TESTING. REDUCE RISK. LOWER TCO.
Build test automation for your enterprise

And since our platform is code-free, it enables

packaged applications and beyond with the

non-technical business users and IT to work in

codeless continuous automated testing

parallel, speeding delivery times and reducing

platform trusted by more leading global

manual error.

enterprises to accelerate projects, boost
efficiency and mitigate risk for complex
business processes.
Cut delivery timelines, reduce manual labor,
and ensure quality end-user experiences with
the industry's leading test automation solution
for enterprise applications.
Worksoft’s test automation allows you to easily
create, maintain, share, and consume
automated end-to-end business process tests
as part of continuous testing, integration, and
delivery cycles.

“An end-to-end test that
used to take a week of effort
now takes an hour. A
shorter cycle test that took
an hour before, now takes a
few minutes.”
-Carrier Global

Drastically reduce
testing time without
sacrificing quality.

AUTOMATION LIKE NO OTHER
UNMATCHED SCALABLITY & REUSABILTY
Create, Build & Maintain
Automation with Ease

build across projects, teams and departments to

Our codeless, easy-to-use test automation
reaping the benefits of automation immediately.

Centralize Assets to Boost
TCOE Effectiveness

Our approach to automated testing lets you reuse

Establishing a Testing Center of Excellence (TCOE)

and repurpose automation over and over. No

is a great way to accelerate the deployment of

need to reinvent the wheel with costly, time-

innovation and sharpen testing competency. A

consuming rework or coding.

TCOE provides a framework for Agile

requires no programming so you can start

support scalable, enterprise-wide automation
value.

methodologies, eliminates redundancies, ensures

“You can easily apply one

Avoid Automation Islands
with Reusable Assets

high business process quality, and reduces risk to

process to multiple

navigating enterprise-wide projects like large-scale

processes. It’s very reusable

Once you create automation with Worksoft, your

migrations. Worksoft’s test automation is uniquely

and easy to maintain. And

code-free objects are stored in a repository of

suited to support a TCOE thanks to its ease of use,

reusable assets. Our object action framework and

reusable library of automation assets, and

you don’t need to know

library of test artifacts enables enterprises to

detailed process documentation that’s generated

avoid islands of automation, sharing what they

automatically.

the organization. It can be especially beneficial for

programming.“
-Metso Outotec

DYNAMIC CHANGE RESILIENCE
FLEXIBLE, SELF-HEALING TEST AUTOMATION
Adapt to Constant
Change with Ease

How does it work? Our platform extracts every

Change is a given with release schedules, custom

automation steps and can

development, and evolving end-user demands.

be uniquely identified via the user interface.

Worksoft’s patented object action framework
streamlines test maintenance and change
management with a one-to-many approach.

application it interacts with into a set of defined objects
and attributes. These objects are separate from the

Object definitions can be assigned to any object,
whether simple or complex. Having a database of
object types and definitions allows new objects to be

Instead of brittle bots that leave change to chance

evaluated against those definitions using machine

and cannot adapt, our automation automatically

learning techniques that automatically match new

replicates a change anywhere the object is used,

objects on the screen and classify them into the

saving time and resources.

appropriate object type based on previous matches
stored in the database.

A single update proliferates across
the entire set of automation.
One update to one object fixes
thousands of steps in hundreds
of different processes.

DAY ZERO VALUE

AUTOMATION BENEFITS IN NO TIME
Flatten the Learning
Curve & Automate Faster
For some organizations, standing up
automation can seem like a daunting task.
And many have tried using automation and
failed, struggling with set up, maintenance

Unlike testing tools that require proprietary
programming knowledge, there’s no steep
learning curve with our codeless platform.
Just premium usability to start de-risking
your operation right away and take
advantage of significant tangible business
benefits for efficiency and cost savings.

and bots that can’t handle change. We found
a better way. Worksoft’s unique approach to

With Worksoft’s Connective Automation

testing lets you go from zero to automation

Platform, business users can easily engage

faster than any other industry solution.

in building automation, just by doing their
regular daily tasks. Our Process Capture

“We actually had the solution

capability records their step-by-step

itself up and running within a

processes automatically, creating a digital

week, because the Worksoft

record that can be used to quickly build

platform is very lean in terms
of infrastructure and very rich
in functionality.”
-Johnson Matthey

automation, as well as generate
documentation for compliance, migration
planning and more.
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TEST COVERAGE TO
MITIGATE RISK

HOURS SAVED
ANNUALLY

RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

Test more processes to

Save time and free up

Risk mitigation, cost

ensure flawless execution

resources by completing

savings, and faster defect

of your processes.

tests 90% faster.

resolution really add up.

TEST ALL YOUR
ENTERPRISE APPS

CROSS-APPLICATION TESTING
AUTOMATE THE WAY YOU REALLY OPERATE

•

SAP ECC

•

SAP S/4HANA

Validate E2E Processes
Across Applications

•

SuccessFactors

•

C/4HANA

•

Concur

•

Hybris

Automate your processes the way they run in

•

Ariba

the real world—across packaged apps,

•

Fiori

custom apps, web apps and beyond. Worksoft
delivers the ability to test end-to-end business

processes don’t exist
in a single application.

Oracle Cloud

processes that span multiple applications,

•

Oracle EBS

including ERP, mobile, web, and beyond.

•

PeopleSoft

•

JD Edwards

empower you to drive quality assurance, meet

Service Now

high expectations for end-user experiences,

Salesforce

and ensure flawless delivery by testing across

Workday

applications.

Web Applications

“One of the key benefits of Worksoft
Certify is the peace of mind it brings to

Neither does our
automation.

Oracle
•

Instead of testing in siloed applications, we

Your business

SAP

users and to the business by being able
to easily validate business processes
without manual effort." -Honda R&D

Mobile Applications
Custom Applications
Mainframe
Java
Adobe PDF
.NET
MS Office
Image Objects

CERTIFY TEST AUTOMATION
90% FASTER. 100% CODELESS.
Accelerate
Project Timelines

Build Automation
Fast

Validate complex processes in a
fraction of the time of manual testing.

Create, manage and execute functional
testing across applications and
technologies with codeless automation.

Lower Total Cost
of Ownership

Scale Automation
Value

Drive efficiency and increase quality to
experience tangible business benefits
in the form of time, cost and resource
savings.

Reusable automation assets let you
build and share automation across
scripts, projects, and teams.

Validate E2E
Processes

Adapt to Change
Dynamically

From ERP to web and beyond, our
test automation spans every
application your business processes
traverse.
.

Our test automation framework uses
object definitions that empower you
to keep pace with change without
updating individual test scripts.

“This testing software from Worksoft is so
easy to use. We are now reducing the effort
vs. manual test execution and as a result,
quality is increasing in our ERP rollouts.”
-Deutsche Telekom

CONTINUOUS TEST MANAGER
UNATTENDED REMOTE EXECUTION
Intercept Defects
Before They Impact
Your Business

Maximize Off Hours

Enable automated, unattended end-to-

anytime, including nights, weekends.

end tests at industrial scale for projects

Optimize Resources

and ongoing operations to ensure every

Schedule tests unattended and on-

business process works, even when

demand in local and remote test labs.

technology changes. Worksoft's
Continuous Test Manager gives you
centralized control for running remote
tests on your schedule, automating

Schedule routine regression tests and
even large, data-centric tests to run

DevOps Support
Run tests as part of CI/CD development
processes for continuous testing.

everything from logging into machines to

Centralize Visibility

launching tests, reporting pass/fail results,

Monitor tests on premise, in the cloud, or

and logging off when the test is done.
Specify the order of automation tasks,
define dependencies, set test times and
frequencies, and check resource

“We’re now on a 24-hr
testing cycle, so we can

in a hybrid environment and get a high-

isolate the cause more

level view of all tasks and resources.

efficiently, which also
results in cost savings.”

availability all from a single interface.

-Reliant Energy

CLOSED-LOOP AUTOMATION
THE CONNECTIVE AUTOMATION PLATFORM
One Resilient Platform,
Endless Possibilities
Worksoft delivers unprecedented value
from one cohesive automation platform
for both pre- and post-production. The
Worksoft Connective Automation Platform
is a truly codeless, scalable automation
solution that seamlessly connects process

environment of perpetual change. The
Worksoft platform uses a model-based
object action framework to adapt
dynamically to change and eliminate bot
fragility and rework.

Closed-Loop Approach
for Maximum Efficiency

intelligence, business process testing and

With Worksoft, automation assets are no

RPA to drive comprehensive process

longer siloed between disparate systems

insight and continuous process

and solutions. Instead, automation can

improvement.

be created, shared, and repurposed to
understand, refine and run your business

Built for Dynamic,
Perpetual Change

processes—all from a single platform.

Understand, validate and run even the

transformations.

most complex business processes in an

The result? Faster time to value with
reduced risk and rework for your digital

It's time to think
differently about
automation, shifting
both right and left,
simultaneously.
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CONNECT WITH US
VISIT WORKSOFT.COM
> Request a Demo

